
Distributor:

We invite you to be a  

happy customer

A machine is more than just 

a machine. Oftentimes, it has 

a complicated construction  

that at the same time must be 

effective, durable and easy to 

handle and install, and use as 

few resources as possible.

Groenlund Machine Works 

manufactures functional, prac-

tical and economic machines  

in high-tech Scandinavian de-

sign. Several of our machines 

are industrial classics.  

Our       not only stands for 

Groenlund and our many years 

of experience, but also for our 

good quality. Therefore we are 

confident that you will also be  

a satisfied Dane customer.

screen printing:

a difficult work process –

labour intensive

+
dane machines:

automating work process –

saving labour

equals:

greater job satisfaction,

higher profits and

a cleaner environment

Contact:

Groenlund machine works ltd.

43 - 47 Jernholmen

dk – 2650 hvidovre

phone +45 3234 6000

fax     +45 3234 6010

e-mail: ggroup@ggroup.dk

www.ggroup.dk
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stroke 1,5 pt

pre-press & post-press machines since 1964

The classic and unique squeegee grinder 

Experience
Classic, but still unique and advanced. The dane grinder manual was the first 
grinder to see production in the early seventies at Groenlund Machine Works. On 
a current basis new technology has been applied to this classic grinding machine 
which now also offers an option as dane grinder semi-automatic.

Functions
dane grinder manual is a high capacity all-round grinder for all squeegee types and 
materials. Furthermore the machine is equipped with our unique grinding system 
that prevents grinding particles from clogging while grinding and gives excellent 
cooling properties. The dane grinder manual is a proven classic machine with a 
unique and advanced grinding system, with high capacity and of excellent quality.

Operation
dane grinder manual is a grinder easy to handle and operate, and secures a short 
make ready time. In addition the latest option of a semi automatic machine would 
assure a more efficient and lower labour intensive operation.  

Construction
The basic construction is manufactured of high quality steel and is produced 
in standard lengths of 1350, 1700 & 2400 mm. The machine is manufactured 
according to CEN NORM 1010-1/2 and is CE-marked.
 
Economy
Our squeegee grinder secures the lowest possible consumption of electricity which 
combined with a minimum of service and maintenance ensures a good economy 
and a fast return on investment.

If you want a squeegee grinder with a unique and advanced grinding system, with 
high capacity and of excellent quality and at the lowest possible cost, dane grinder 
manual is the perfect choice for you. Once you have chosen dane grinder manual, 
we are confident that you will also be a satisfied Dane customer.


